The suite of a wavelet is defined as being all wavelets that share a common amplitude spectrum and total energy but differ in phase spectra. Within a suite there are also classes of wavelets. A wavelet class has a common amplitude envelope and energy distribution. As such, it includes all wavelets that differ by only a constant-angle phase shift. Of all wavelets within suite, the zero-phase wavelet has the minimum energy envelope width; its energy is confined to minimum time dispersion. Therefore, the zero-phase wavelet has maximum resolving power within the suite. Because a zero-phase wavelet shares its amplitude envelope with a class of wavelets that differ by only a constant phase shift, all wavelets of the class also have maximum resolving power within the suite. The most familiar of these is the quadrature-phase wavelet (90-degree phase shift).
INTRODUCTION
Classically, we reflection seismologists have looked at the The idea is that wavelets that accumulate energy most rapidly are the shortest wavelets in terms of energy distribution. Partial energy, however, only represents one aspect distribution of wavelet energy through the accumulation of partial energy. To quote from Robinson and Treitel (1965, 1980) : "The energy distribution of a wavelet is displayed by of total energy. For instance, if the geophone outputs an amplitude that is proportional to velocity, then partial is proportional to kinetic energy. Total energy is the energy sum of its partial energy," and "The total energy of the wavelet of kinetic energy and potential energy. real coefficients… is defined as the sum of the squares of its This paper is the result of questions that I have had and coefficients…." Partial energy at a particular point of time that I have attempted to address. In particular, in discusis the amplitude of the point squared. Cumulative partial sions about resolution I would always promote the zeroenergy is the sum of the squares of the sample amplitudes.
phase wavelet as the wavelet with greatest resolving power, citing various works such as Berkhout (1974 Berkhout ( , 1980 , Schoenberger (1974), and Widess (1982) . However, every now and then, I would meet someone who said that they preferred quadrature-phase wavelets, i.e., wavelets with a 90-degree phase spectrum rather than zero phase. These geophysicists would cite various reasons for preferring it. For instance, with thin beds, the response becomes one of zero phase and the resulting peak or trough represents the total bed and its position. Another reason is that reflection times corresponded to a zero crossing that is easier to pick with precision than the position of a peak. A peak is flat and slowly changing at the position of the reflection. Often it is difficult, especially with noise modulation, to tell which sample corresponds to the peak. A zero crossing has maximum rate of change at the position of the reflector, and position can be picked very precisely to a fraction of the sample interval. Despite that, I felt that the zero-phase wavelet had the greatest resolving power of all the wavelets with a common amplitude spectrum (i.e., the suite of wavelets). It has greatest amplitude and, using real values (i.e., partial energy), has the narrowest width distribution by all standard definitions of resolving power. However, I started to have doubts when I realized that the complex trace amplitude envelopes of zero-and quadrature-phase wavelet of identical amplitude spectrum were also identical. Then I noted that the square of the complex trace amplitude envelope was equal to instantaneous total energy, and I began to think that perhaps zero-and quadrature-phase wavelets have the same resolving power. Robinson and Treitel (1965, 1980 ) define a suite of wavelets to be that set of wavelets that share a common amplitude spectrum and total energy, but differ in phase spectra. Of all wavelets within its suite, the zero-phase wavelet is generally considered to be the preferred wavelet of the interpreter. It is chosen because (1) it is symmetric, (2) it has the maximum peak amplitude of any wavelet within its suite, and (3) it is "known" to have the maximum resolving power. A wavelet class is defined here to be the subset of a suite such that all wavelets in a class share not only an amplitude spectrum, but also an amplitude envelope. Wavelets within a class differ only in a constant phase shift. For instance, zero-and quadrature-phase wavelets differ by a constant 90-degree phase shift.
The wavelet with the greatest resolving power will be that wavelet that can be used by the interpreter to the greatest advantage to (1) resolve the time position of the reflector and (2) separate one reflector from an adjacent reflector. The second definition follows the idea of the Rayleigh criterion, that is, the separation of two closely spaced events. Kallweit and Wood (1982) discuss several aspects of this problem. Resolving power is nicely discussed by Widess (1982) .
The shortest possible wavelet pulse length has maximum resolving power (Berkhout, 1974 (Berkhout, , 1984 Schoenberger, 1974; Claerbout, 1985; and Knapp, 1990) . That is, the wavelet that concentrates its energy most efficiently about some time point has the greatest resolving power. In this paper, wavelet pulse length is evaluated by the wavelet energy envelope, the square of the amplitude envelope. The amplitude envelope is determined by complex trace analysis (Taner et al., 1979) . The wavelet with the narrowest possible energy envelope is the wavelet with greatest resolving power. The zero-phase wavelet and its class have the narrowest energy envelope.
Many wavelets have great resolving potential. Perhaps the most extreme example is the vibroseis sweep which may be several seconds long yet may also be broadband and highfrequency, factors of high-resolution (Knapp, 1990) . To make vibroseis data useful to the interpreter the sweep wavelet is autocorrelated to reduce its length to a few milliseconds, in fact, to minimize its length and (theoretically) create a zero-phase wavelet. Any known arbitrary wavelet can have its resolving power improved by processing it to zero-phase form. This is a generally accepted idea and is frequently practiced. Thus the phase spectrum is an important aspect of resolving power, although resolving potential depends only on the amplitude spectrum.
The purpose of this paper is to prove what is already thought, that the zero-phase wavelet is the most powerful in terms of resolution. It is also the purpose of this paper to extend the idea to the other wavelets of the zero-phase envelope class. It is known that the zero-phase wavelet has the maximum peak amplitude of any wavelet of its suite (Knapp, 1990) . For convenience the proof is given in Appendix A. Further, it is proven that the zero-phase wavelet shares its amplitude and energy envelopes and its resolving power with a class of wavelets that differ only by a constant phase shift (Appendices B and C), and that the zero-phase wavelet and its class have the narrowest possible wavelet amplitude and energy envelopes and, therefore, maximum resolving power (Appendix D).
DISCUSSION
The notion that the zero-phase wavelet has the maximum peak amplitude of any wavelet in its suite "makes sense" because the maximum amplitudes of all frequencies of its spectrum are in-phase at a given instant in time The proof (Knapp, 1990 ) is given in Appendix A. Because of this property, the zero-phase wavelet will provide maximum signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, when it is defined by amplitude, the visible attribute on a standard wiggle-trace seismic section. Note, however that this is not true when S/N is defined by energy, the most common definition of S/N.
As stated earlier, any wavelet shares its amplitude envelope with a wavelet when the difference is merely a constant phase shift (definition of a wavelet class). Appendix B proves this statement. Likewise, a time-shift (linear phaseshift function component) does not change the shape of the amplitude envelope, but this point is conceptually trivial since it depends only on the chosen time window; thus, it is not proven here. In Appendix C it is proven that the energy envelope is the amplitude envelope squared, so that all of the above statements also apply to the energy distribution of the zero-phase class wavelets. That is, all constant phase-shifted wavelets share energy distribution with the zero-phase wavelet.
Instantaneous total energy is not directly related to the point-by-point amplitude of the seismic trace. For examples, consider steady-state undamped harmonic oscillators such as pendulums, spring-suspended masses, or the energy of AC household current. In all these cases, instantaneous energy is a constant even if the amplitude of an attribute, such as displacement, velocity, acceleration, voltage or current, is sinusoidal. Potential energy is proportional to displacement squared, and kinetic energy is proportional to velocity squared. Total instantaneous energy is the sum of these two energies. Total energy is dependent on the knowledge of two orthogonal attributes, such as the complex trace provides. Appendix C relates total instantaneous energy to complex attributes and proves that instantaneous energy is proportional to the square of the value of the amplitude envelope.
The zero-phase wavelet is the wavelet of greatest resolving power. It "makes sense" because, unlike a wavelet with an arbitrary phase spectrum, the zero-phase wavelet has all frequencies of its spectrum, i.e., its energy, in-phase at a given time instant
The superior resolving power of zero-phase wavelets has also been demonstrated by many authors (Schoenberger, 1974; Berkhout, 1974 Berkhout, , 1984 and Knapp, 1990) . However, all of these demonstrations depend either on the distribution of wavelet amplitude (only one attribute of the total energy), or an arbitrary definition of resolving power. Consequently, within a wavelet suite, the zero-phase wavelet has always been favored even though its total energy distribution may be the same as other wavelet forms, i.e., the other wavelets of the zero-phase class. It seems that when methods defined according to partial energy (wavelet amplitude) are applied to the wavelet envelope (total energy), the problem is rectified. In Appendix D it is rigorously proven that the zero-phase wavelet has the narrowest possible energy envelope and, by inference, the greatest resolving power.
An energy seismic section, or one related to energy such as reflection strength (square root of energy) has the same resolving power whether the wavelet is zero-phase or a constant-angle phase shift wavelet. Application of a constant-angle phase shift to a wavelet does not change either the reflection strength section or the instantaneous frequency section. Instantaneous frequency is the rate of change of instantaneous phase. However, the constant value of the shift is seen in the instantaneous phase section as a rotation of the color scale.
The class of wavelets that share amplitude envelopes with the zero-phase wavelet share resolving power. It "makes sense" because constant phase-shift wavelets have all frequencies in-phase at time and total energy is not dependent on phase value. Although maximum instantaneous amplitude may occur when the maximum amplitudes of all frequencies are in phase (i.e., zero-phase), maximum instantaneous energy is not so dependent. Maximum instantaneous energy occurs when all frequencies are in-phase, and this occurs for any constant phase shift at Because the energy of a suite of wavelets is constant, it is reasonable to expect that the wavelets with instantaneous energy will have greatest resolving power. It is proven in Appendices C and D that the square of the amplitude envelope is equal to the energy envelope, that the wavelets of the zero-phase class share a common energy envelope, and that this particular envelope has the minimum width possible for the wavelet suite.
The zero-phase class of wavelets has the narrowest distribution in time of total energy as proven in Appendix D. The proof uses the scaling property of Fourier transform theory (Brigham, 1974) . Figure 1 illustrates the proof. For the suite of wavelets with a given amplitude spectrum (Figure 1c) , the minimum-phase wavelet and its amplitude envelope are shown (Figure lb) . Likewise, the zero-phase wavelet and the envelope for its class is also shown (Figure la) . Figure 1d shows the amplitude spectrum of the instantaneous total energy (amplitude envelope squared). The zero-phase wavelet has the broadest possible spectrum (Appendix D) and, therefore, has the narrowest possible instantaneous total energy distribution by the scaling property. On Figure 1d total energy of the wavelets is given by the zero-frequency value that is equal for all wavelets. The example of colored random noise is zero or near-zero for all values of frequency other than zero. By definition, it would be zero for all frequencies other than zero, indicating that colored random noise has the broadest possible total energy distribution. In fact it has an infinitely broad distribution. This observation also indicates that the example given is not perfectly random.
SUMMARY
Within a suite of wavelets that are classes of wavelets that share a common wavelet envelope. The class of wavelets that includes the zero-phase wavelet has maximum instantaneous total energy, and those wavelets share maximum resolving power. However, the zero-phase wavelet still has the maximum possible amplitude. It, therefore, will perform best in the presence of noise and on a "standard" amplitude section will have the greatest detectability, the ability to be seen in the presence of noise. However, on an energy section or energy-dependent section such as reflection strength, the advantage of the zero-phase wavelet is lost. Seismic sections containing any wavelet of the zero-phase class will all have identical reflection strength and instantaneous frequency sections. An energy section cannot replace an amplitude section in typical interpretation because energy is independent of polarity; however, the energy section, one particular attribute display of complex trace analysis, does address and help solve many interpretation questions that the amplitude section cannot (see, Taner et al., 1979) .
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PROOF THAT THE ZERO-PHASE WAVELET HAS MAXIMUM PEAK AMPLITUDE
That the zero-phase wavelet has maximum peak amplitude is proven in Knapp (1990) . Because the proof is short, it is repeated here for convenience.
The inverse Fourier transform of a wavelet w(t), a real function, is defined at to be:
where is the amplitude spectrum and is the phase spectrum. and hence, in general,
The maximum occurs for = Values of n other than zero are simply cyclic repetition, and, in general, results in the maximum of the function.
is the maximum possible value of a wavelet with the given amplitude spectrum. This occurs for = 0 and = 0 (zero-phase), or when is a linear function in and is a constant time shift. (The former case is the same as a zero-phase wavelet only with a peak at some time rather than at = 0).
APPENDIX B PROOF OF AMPLITUDE ENVELOPE INVARIANCE UNDER CONSTANT PHASE SHIFT
If w,(t) is the complex analytic form of the wavelet:
where w(t) is the real trace and w(t) is the quadrature trace, i.e., the Hilbert transform of w(t). The operator is a 90-degree phase shift operator. The amplitude envelope of w(t) is = (B-2)
Let W,(f) be the Fourier transform of w t):
Let w',(t) be t) phase shifted by a constant -4) shows what may be obvious to many, that simple phase-shift filtering is a simple rotation of the complex trace. The amplitude envelope of the complex trace is not affected:
Thus, the amplitude envelope is invariant under constant phase shift. It is equally apparent that envelope shape and size are also invariant under a linear function phase shift (static time shift).
A P P E N D I X C PROOF THAT THE AMPLITUDE ENVELOPE SQUARED IS THE INSTANTANEOUS ENERGY ENVELOPE
Total instantaneous energy for an undamped harmonic oscillator is the sum of potential energy and kinetic energy:
where is the square of the natural angular frequency.
For each frequency f, a harmonic oscillator is represented Thus, in complex form as: and differentiation yields:
Integrating (summing) along all frequencies results in:
where E(t) is the amplitude envelope. The important facts to be drawn from this are (1) that the wavelet energy envelope represents the square of the amplitude envelope, (2) that the integration of the energy envelope over all time is constant for a given wavelet suite, and (3) that all wavelets within a class have the same temporal distribution of energy i e resolving power, because they
APPENDIX D PROOF THAT THE ZERO-PHASE CLASS WAVELETS HAVE THE MINIMUM WIDTH ENERGY ENVELOPE
Any given real wavelet w(t) can be represented as the convolution of a zero-phase wavelet z(t) with a phase wavelet p(t), both real functions. This is derived using the convolution theorem (see, i.e., Brigham, 1974) as follows:
where
The zero-phase wavelet contains information of the magnitude spectrum of the wavelet and has energy equal to the energy of the wavelet w(t). The phase wavelet contains information of the phase spectrum of the wavelet and has a unit energy. Equation (B-l) combined with equation (D-l) yields:
where q(t) is the quadrature trace wavelet, the Hilbert transformation of z(t), i.e., z(t) Equation (B-2) can be similarly rewritten as:
Because the phase function of a wavelet causes time shifts of the amplitude and energy envelopes, it is difficult to directly compare the wavelet envelope of a zero-phase wavelet with the wavelet envelope of other wavelets. For instance, the envelope of a zero-phase wavelet is symmetric about = 0, but the envelope of a minimum-phase wavelet is zero for t < 0. Therefore, the proof that the energy envelope of a zero-phase wavelet is narrower than the energy envelope of wavelets with a phase function is made in the frequency domain by showing that it has the broadest magnitude spectrum, the absolute value of its Fourier transform.
All wavelet envelopes are positive real functions. In general, an envelope is a nonsymmetric real function in the time domain and, consequently, its spectrum is the combination of a real symmetric function and an imaginary asymmetric function in the frequency domain. The zero-phase wavelet envelope, however, is symmetric in the time domain and, consequently, its spectrum is a symmetric real function in the frequency domain. All wavelet envelopes, however, have symmetric magnitude spectra. This proof focuses on the magnitude spectrum of the wavelet energy envelope.
To prove that a zero-phase energy envelope has the minimum time-width of all wavelet envelopes in the suite, it is necessary to prove that it has the maximum width in the frequency domain. The proof uses the scaling property of the Fourier transform (see, i.e., Brigham, 1974) . That is, with increasing frequency, the magnitude spectrum of the energy envelope of any arbitrary wavelet must converge toward zero more rapidly than does that of the magnitude spectrum of the zero-phase wavelet from the same suite. Remember that for the wavelets themselves, magnitude spectra are identifical. Because the energies of all the wavelets of the suite are identical, the areas under the curves of the wavelet envelopes must be equal, and consequently, zero-frequency values (mean-values) of the magnitude spectra of the wavelet envelopes will be equal.
To determine the Fourier transform of apply equation (D-3) and the convolution theorem (see, i.e., Brigham, 1974) . The Fourier transforms of the real and the quadrature traces (both treated as real functions) are: 
